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Rewrite your
body story

Hi there,
I'm

Denise.

Does achieving a better life for yourself seem unrealistic and out of reach?
I remember that feeling well.
I spent years of my life struggling to overcome traumatic experiences from my past. I
compensated for my lack of confidence with advanced degrees and professional success. I
numbed my pain with addictive eating and self-abusive behaviors.
But then I learned that it was possible to REWRITE MY STORY...
The story of my confidence...the story of my body...the story of my health.
I want to help you do the same.
Because I believe that when you rewrite your story, you open a world of possibilities for
yourself and the person you want to be.
XO
Denise

What does it mean to REWRITE
YOUR BODY STORY?
We relate to ourselves and to others with stories. It's how we make sense of our place in
the world around us.
Stories are so powerful that they can empower your metabolism or diminish it.
When it comes to your body and food, the stories you tell are more impactful on your
health than ANYTHING else…. including what you eat, what you drink, or your lifestyle
habits.
When it comes to the relationship with your body, with food, or with health in general…
What story are you telling?
Do you find yourself telling negative, disempowering stories to yourself and others?
Things like...
“I’m fat.”
“I'm ugly”
“I hate my thighs”
“I hate my body and won’t go out of the house”
“Only skinny people are happy”
If these are the stories you’re telling yourself when you’re relating to your body, which
happens multiple times a day, every day, year after year…..then the connection you’re
establishing with your body is one that is filled with negativity, guilt, shame, frustration,
anger, and sometimes even disgust
And because those stories ARE filled with negatively charged emotions, this leads to
negative reactions and feelings in the body which is STRESSFUL to the body!!
And when the body senses it is under STRESS…it holds onto that extra tummy flab!!!
If you want to stop being at war with food or your body, it follows that you’ll need to
change your STORY about food or about your body.
I invite you to take time out to do the journaling exercise here and Rewrite Your Body
Story.

What Stories are you telling yourself?
Following is a list of beliefs and stories that I have heard women telling
themselves. Read through the list and reflect. Can you relate to any of these
beliefs?

I really don’t DESERVE this body because I’m not GOOD ENOUGH.
If I get the BODY I really WANT, I’m afraid I’ll MESS IT UP, OBSESS about
GAINING the weight BACK or I just won’t be able to KEEPIT UP.
I would feel uncomfortable if someone SINGLED ME OUT because I had a
“HOTBODY”.
I secretly worry I’ll make SOMEONE ELSE FEEL BAD if I looked MYBEST.
I’m afraid if I have a “great body” I’ll TURN into someone I DON’T LIKE.
I feel SELFISH if I’m INVESTING SO MUCH time and energy on MYSELF
and my BODY.
This sounds crazy, but I’m afraid something BAD might happen to me as a
result of having a BEAUTIFUL BODY.
If I LOOK too SEXY, then I’ll have too much ATTENTION and I’m not sure
how to HANDLE IT (or I don’t want the RESPONSIBILTY of others having a
SEXUAL REACTION to me).
I’m secretly AFRAID that if I continue changing my LIFESTYLE to get into
GREAT SHAPE, then my PARTNER and I might GROW APART.
I’m afraid I’m TAKING ATTENTION away from OTHERS if I want to look my
best…….what if they don’t get ENOUGH ATTENTION?

Journaling Prompts
Which one of the statements on the previous page triggered you the most? Have you been
telling yourself anything like that? In your own words, what have you been telling yourself?

What habits have you developed because of those stories and beliefs?

Many women develop habits and behaviors to replace something that is missing in their life—
things like love or safety or belonging. For example, I knew a woman who would eat entire
packages of Oreos because she wanted to feel loved. Do you know WHY you developed the
behaviors in your life? Were they a substitute for something that was missing?

Journaling Prompts (continued)
Take a minute to reflect on your answers from the previous page. Are the stories and beliefs
you have about your body really true? Do you recognize that your behaviors have been
substituting for an unmet need?

When you think about the habits you have formed, what could you do INSTEAD of a behavior
that is not serving you?

Write a new belief or story about your body that is empowering. Some examples could be, 'I
am love.' or 'I am worthy' or 'I am beautiful the way I am' or 'I am enough.' This is your new
body story.

You don't have to do this alone.
This type of work is never easy to do on your own.
I'll help you rewrite your story so you can break free
from the past and finally live a life you love.
Book a free 30-minute chat at

deniselynnmorrison.com

